Our annual achievement awards

Technical furniture manufacturers’ Thinking Space Systems continue to transform security control rooms at Universities around the country. Read our annual round-up of achievements featuring the latest projects over the last year...

New security suite for the University of South Wales

Thinking Space has recently helped to improve the working environment of security staff, with custom designed furniture for their new security suite at the University of South Wales. Previously used as a visitor centre, the security staff along with their control room have now been relocated, with the result being a new self-contained security suite.

The two person custom designed console installed by Thinking Space, features PC storage as well as the Moni-Trak perfect positioning rail to accommodate seven flat screen monitors along its length.

The operators are able to view the six large monitors which are configured to the clients requirements and mounted using a custom designed Evolution media wall.

A new security reception area adjoins the security control room, where Thinking Space have installed custom designed furniture to meet security and privacy needs, whilst creating a warm and welcoming environment.

Don’t forget!
You can see our university control room case studies on our YouTube channel
Thinking Space Systems have provided control room solutions to universities nationwide

University of Kent

In progress at the University of Kent...

Thinking Space are currently manufacturing new control room furniture for the University of Kent. After a remodelling of the existing security control room, new furniture was required to fit into the space. Thinking Space have designed a two operator security console, where one of the operator positions will have electric height adjustment, to allow for sit/stand working practices and to be compliant with DDA regulations. In addition, a 4x2 configuration Evolution media wall for eight 42” screens provides the focus for the room’s CCTV monitoring. Novus monitor mounts are used along the worktop of the console, creating a trio of monitors for each operator. This can be adjusted as required, thanks to the Moni-Trak perfect positioning rail running along the width of the console. To finish with, each operator will have a 24/7 chair to ensure healthy working. The installation will be completed by Thinking Space in early May.

What you thought of us...

"The design was key, Thinking Space improved on our ideas adding value to the design and construction of the control room space, fully meeting our requirements, within budget and delivered against very tight time scales. The project was well managed throughout and the ongoing support post build has been extremely good”

Colin Monks, Head of Security at University of Leicester

"Thinking Space were professional throughout the entire project process. So easy to work with, they took all the problems away and delivered a completed project on time and on budget. The staff love working in the new environment and have a renewed focus because of it”

Christine Beverage Head of Campus Support at University of East Anglia

"Thinking Space worked very closely with us to achieve all that we wanted in our control room, and provided us with a work space which has won plaudits from our staff themselves, university colleagues and professional visitors”

Roger Morgan, Head of Security, Sussex Estates and Facilities LLP